Abstract
I.
Introduction
As a negative muon captured by a heavy atom cascades down to the ls state through the atomic orbitals~ it may excite the nucleus by inverse conversion. that is, by so-called radiationless excitation. The transition energies in actinides exceed the fission barrier height, so that prompt fission becomes possible,(l) The probabilities of this radiationless process have been investigated theoretica11y.( 2 ) Since the mean lifetime of a negative muon in the ls orbital is much longer than the mean lifetime of the coupled system of muon and fissioning nucleus, it is ible to follow the v-as a probe and to investigate the fission dynamics. Recently the mean lifetimes of muons bound to the fission fragments of actinide nuclei have been measured. ( 3 ) The measurements show that the muon is predominantly captured by the heavy fragment with less than ten percent probability that the muon is captured by the light fragment, In another report( 4 ) the probability was reported as about 8%. The dynamics of the coupled system composed of muon and fissioning nucleus can give rise to the excitation of the muon. Thus, the comparison of the theoretical calculation with experiments may give some information about the fission dynamics.
Demkov ~ ~(S) applied the Landau method of complex trajectories to update earlier work, and they obtained a result of 1% binding to the light fragment.
Recently some theoretical work addressed this problem by solving the Since the mass of the muon is much larger than the mass of an electron, it is not reasonable to treat the nucleus as a point charge. In order to get analytical expressions, we treat the nucleus as having an exponential charge di ribution. The results show that this assumption is reasonable for this problem. 
The constants a and b are fixed by the variational equations so as to minimize the orbital energies in the field of the isolated fission fragments.
(3b)
where t "" ! b vari ationa 1 energy levels are then 
The comparison of variational energy levels in the Coulomb field of the exponential charge distribution and in that of the point charge with the exact so1utions ( 9 ), where the Dirac equation with Woods-Saxon charge dis ibution is used, is given in Table I . It is noted that the Bohr formula point nucleus energies for the ls state are far from the exact solution, but the point-ch approximation for the 2p state is rather good. It is evident that the variational energy levels with exponential charge distribution and exponential trial wave functions both for 1s and 2p
are fairly good approximations. The constants a, b, and v.ari at ion a 1 energy levels for the fission fragments in our calculation are listed in Table II and compared with at of the point arge lower numbers).
We first solve the stationary problem a muon in the Coul field of two centers by the LCAO method. We have chosen four nonorthogonal basis functions, i.e., the wave functions from eqs. is distance was chosen in order to match the final kinetic energy to the experimental 170 MeV.
The results for the most probable asymmetric case are shown in fig. 2 .
The solid line represents the final occupation probability of the muon on the light fragment; the dash-dot line is for the case of the 2-state basis.
The lowest line shows the probability of the muon lying in the 2p state of the heavy fragment. It shows that the final occupation probability of the muon on the light fragment is about 3.5% and the probability for the 2p state of the heavy fragment is about 0.8%. state. But we also notice that the amplitude of the oscillation in our case is very small a~d will not influence our main conclusions.
Our result of 0.8% for the heavy fragment 2p final st probability is a bit lower than th of Maruhn, et al.,(S) who found 1.7-probability. Given the many different assumptions and methods in our and their calculations the agreement seems satisfactory. The percentage of p state unfortunately seems so low as to make experimental detection unlikely. 
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